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Consumer Behavior

‘’Given the seemingly unlimited array of products and services that
consumers can buy, how do they decide which ones (and how
much of each) to consume?”

I The consumer’s decision boils down to a constrained
optimization problem

Consumer’s choose the best bundles of goods that they can afford

I “best”

I “can afford”

Today we will learn about the “best” bundle of goods, i.e. we will
establish a framework for modeling a consumer’s preferences



Consumer Preferences

Assumptions:

1. Completeness and rankability
I Consumers can compare bundles of goods and rank them

2. Local Non-satiation
I For most goods, more is better than less

3. Transitivity
I Imposes a logical consistency on rankings

4. Convexity
I Consumers prefer variety



Utility

Given assumptions about consumer preferences, we can introduce
the concept of utility

Utility describes how satisfied a consumer is, i.e. it is a measure of
consumer happiness

“A utility function provides a mapping between the bundles a
consumer considers and a measure of the consumer’s well being,
and it gives us a concise way to rank bundles of goods”

U = 3X + Y

U = X + Y

U = XY

U = XαY β

U = min{X ,Y }



Utility Function Example
Suppose a consumer obtains utility from consumption of both
pizza and beer. This consumer’s preferences between the two
goods is represented by the utility function: U = P0.8B0.2

How much utility does the consumer get from consumption of one
unit of pizza and one unit of beer?

U(1, 1) = 1

How much utility does the consumer get from consumption of one
unit of pizza and two units of beer?

U(1, 2) = 1.149

How much utility does the consumer get from consumption of two
units of pizza and one unit of beer?

U(2, 1) = 1.741



Utility and Comparisons

It turns out that when comparing bundles, our four preference
assumptions allow us to rank bundles from best to worst
(ordinality), but they do not allow us to determine by how much
one bundle is preferred over another (cardinality)

The reason for this is that the units in which we measure utility are
essentially arbitrary



Marginal Utility

Marginal Utility is the extra utility the consumer receives from a
one-unit increase in consumption

MUx =
∆U(X ,Y )

∆X
=

dU(X ,Y )

dX

Later we will see that marginal utility is the key to understanding
the consumption choices a person makes



Marginal Utility Example

Consider the same preferences for pizza and beer as before:
U = P0.8B0.2

Write an expression in terms of P and B for the marginal utlity of

a. eating pizza
b. drinking beer



Indifference Curves

An indifference curve is a graphical representation of the
combination of all the different bundles of goods that give a
consumer the same level of utility

I A consumer is indifferent between bundles when he or she
derives the same utility level from the bundles

I Indifference curves are all about tradeoffs, i.e. how much pizza
(x) is one willing to give up in order to gain another beer (y)



Characteristics of Indifference Curves

1. We can draw indifference curves
I “All bundles have a utility level and we can rank them”

2. We can figure out which indifference curves have higher utility
levels and why they slope downward

I Curves farther away from the origin represent higher utility
(more is better)

3. Indifference curves never cross
I Curves cannot cross in order to maintain consistency in

rankings

4. Indifference curves are convex to the origin
I The more a consumer has of a particular good, the less she is

willing to give up of something else to get even more of that
good



Example of Indifference Curves



Why Can’t Indifference Curves Cross?



What does the Slope of an IC at a point tell us?

.



Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS)

The Marginal Rate of Substitution of X for Y (MRSXY ) is the rate
at which one is willing to trade X for Y and be equally well off. It
is mathematically calculated by finding the absolute value of the
slope of the indifference curve or, since an indifference curve is
usually drawn with a negative slope, it is the negative of the slope
of an indifference curve

MRSXY = −∆Y

∆X



The Relationship Between MRS and Marginal Utility

The MRS between two goods is equal to the inverse of the goods’
marginal utilities:

MRSXY =
MUX

MUY



Steepness of Indifference Curves

I Steeper indifference curves imply the consumer is willing to
give up more good Y for a little of X

I Flatter indifference curves imply the consumer is willing to
give up more good X for a little of Y



Curvature of Indifference Curves

I Straighter indifference curves describe goods that are more
easily substitutable for one another

I Curvier indifference curves describe goods that are more
complementary to one another



Extreme cases with Indifference Curves

Perfect Substitutes are goods that can trade with another good
in fixed units and receive the same level of utility

I Perfectly linear indifference curves

Perfect Complements are goods that the consumer must
consume in fixed proportions

I L-shaped Indifference Curves



Perfect Substitutes



Perfect Complements


